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1.0 INMtRqODUCTION

The increase of aircrafýttrainsportatibn during the last ten yeae-.s
has been nothingXeis than phenomenal. Tbc accommodate this
increase-greater demand's mnust be imposed upon aircraft and
their associated ground support equipments. High-er equipment
r-eli~bilities and extremely low probabilities of mission 1ffilurc
are. natural requirements-which must be fulfilled in this a-rea with
-the atcrof modern technologi.es

An instrument landing system (ILS) is one such ground support
equipment which embodies these requirements. IThe UILS, p\•o-
viding gU'idance toapproaching' orlanding aircraft ,under adverse
weather conditions, must emp'loy "I6ptimumfn" design and xreliab,Žlity
to ensure- personnel safety. This is especially tiue in the Categ.'ry
III ILS Which provides guidance information from the ,cový.rage
limit of the facility at which i its installed to,, and ;along ti:e sur-
face of the runway. to ensure that the "optimum" in equipment
performknce.is achieved,, a qualitatiye system analysis which
stratifies, all p&asibie mhodes 'of failure, their criticality and effect
on mission succ&ss must be accomplished.. Sudh.,an analysis,
called a Failure Mode-,. Effects ufdi-Critikality Analysis (FMECA),
has been perform,'d by 'Pexas Instrdiments Incorporated on its
Category III ILS (FAA JMark III ILS) and is the subject of this
report.

1. 1, Safety Requirement

It is impossible to achieve the implementation Of a system with
infinite reliability and safety; therefore, it bgc5mes necessaiy
that some safety/reliability goal ,be established to enable the re-
lative safety of the ILS to be determined. For Categoxry III oper-
ations, there is a brief time period duriing which the safety of
the aircraft becomes ccrnpletely'depe.ndent upon the 'integrity of
the elect-ronic system. Failureof certain critical, ground based
components during this/,time :period could possibly result in a
catastrophic event. In an attempt tce quantify the safety of the
equipment, the figure specified is a probability of I failure in
ten million landings. This figure was derived by the British Air
Registration Board from human mortality data, and safety records
of aircr-aft. This requirement indicates that the landing operation
under Category III conditions would be safer than a person can
predictably expect to be in his normal day-to-day activities. The
value, if anything, is on the stringent side, in that it is not possible
to categorically state that a givwn failure will be catastrophic, but
only that it will proddce a potentially hazardous situation-that
may be catastrophic if the proper corrective action on the part
of the aircraft crew is not taken.
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'I
The relationship of Mean-time-between-failures (MTBF)'to the
overall System ,reliibility 'requirement- is as follows:

The pred~icted localizer hardware, MTBF is approximately' 1200hours and that of the glide slope is 1800 hours. Anygiven

failure in the equipment will contribute to a lower MTBF but
will not necessa-rily inteirupt .the operation or even. degr~de .the
operational category status (Category III or II). This is pos,-
sible through appropriate equipment redundancy, so that when
Sindividual' component failures occur, CJontinued operation-may
5U1i,; be possible. Consequently, it is possible for the proba-
bility of operatidnal failure to be ,far less than a component
failure,. Givefý that the ground system is fully operational at
the, inception. p a -Citegory'HlI ILS approach, the probability -of'
ma!lfunction of the radiated, signal, (both localizer or glide
slope) during the critical part of the approich,(defined as -ten
seconds for the localizer and. five seconds. for the glide slope)
shotld be less, than one in ten million which corresponds to an

YJ ,[equivalent MTBF of operation in the order of 27, 0O0 hours.

.i~

iI
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2.0b PUkRPOSE

The primary purpose of performing an ýFMECA upon the Categor"
IIJAILS ie to insure that the equipment design is such that the
-probability of a potentially hazardous failure (loss- of -signal or
radiation-of an erroneous signal) 4uxring.the crL.ical phase of.
Categ_ -y III landing is..less than 1 x 7i0. -In-addition, a number
of secondary objective. exist: (1) towreveal' hazardous failure
modes jeopaedizing personnel saafety a•nd/or system performance
Sstatus; (2) to enumerate all relevant fPnctional failure modes
along with their effect and failure rate; (-L-)-to Sirve as a. docu-

I• ,"mented aid in the troubleshtotfiig process of field-failures in the
future; (4) to serve as an objeitive evaluation of both the--equip-
me'nt specificatioiand its dediigri; and (5) 'to determine the fre-

7." c5uency of preventive maintenance in checking for hidden failures.

V-7
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130 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A, -at!gory III ILS provides aircraft witthg.idance information
from the coverage limit of the facility lto,, and'along, the surface
of the runway. The system under anaiysis has, operational per-
Sforin~ce- Of Category 111, that is, ,opeation with no, decision

-, height [imitation. lihitially the system, will be used in Category
]iIA operations in which the pilot will mike use of external visual

"references during, the finatl phase of landnig, and with a runway
visual range (RVR) of-not less than 700 feet. The ILS rhast he
suitable fkr--e•dntual use by ;automatic, control system for xr6ll-
out, which. will be used n Caitegory 111B oper!ations with runway
visual- ranges down to 150 fbet.

The ILS s.,,.stem bas'c;aly, cbnsists of two separate stations r the
localtzer and-the -glideslbpe, depicted in simplified block diagram
form by figures- 3-1- and 3.2 respectively. In-addition to -these

" statioy!s, a ccnfral point for station control and the ,display of
station ,status exists at the control tower. Up to three marker
be:uos a&ire also utiized i'. a -typical ILS installation. However,
vty:-detrcfiption of the nh arker beacons willrbe provided since they

-l ý;fll not be considered {n this anialysis.

3. 1 General'Ie ssc riptions

The loLaiizer provides guidance in the horizontal plane to aircraft
engaging in approaches to, and landing at, airfields, The locahzer

{ antenna g~roup radiates two VHF carriers, each amplitude modu-
lated by 90 and 150 Hz and both carrier frequencies within a
particular VHF channel. The radiation field pattern produces a
course sector with one tone predominfating on-one side of the
course line (ruriway center line) and with 6ii other tone predom-
inating on the opposite side. Along the course-line, the 90Hz arid
150Hz modulations have the same levels. Being a two-frequency,
capture effect system, one of the carriers (course) provides a
radiation field pattern coverage in the front course sector; the
other carrier (clearance) p:'ovides a radiation field pattern
coverage outside that sector to h60 degrees from the course line.

The glideslope station provides guidance in the vertical plane.
It produces a UHF composite field radiation pattern which is
amplitude modulated by 90 and 150 Hz. The pattern provides a
straight line descent path in the vertical plane containing the
runway center line, with the 150 Hz tone predominating below

the path angle and the 90 Hz tone predominating, above the path
angle. In addition to this course coverage, a clearance UHF
carrier is modulated by 150 Hz to provide low angle coverage.
Both carriers (course and clearance) are within a particular
glideslope UHF channel.

- 3-1



J3.2 Localizer

-Referring to figure 3-1, there are two transmitter snctions
° ncorporated into the 10calizer station. One transmitter is
,:designated as the main transmitter and the other,, the standby
transmitter. Automatic changeover capabilities are provided.
Whilt the main transmitter ridiates into the antenna system, the
standby transmitter will be operating into dummy loads. Whenever
the maintransmitter shuts down due to -some equipment failure,
the standby- transmitter is transferred immediately to the antenfia
system.

A bri'-f expl,:.hation of each transmitting, unit is in order. The
course transmitter delivers a VHF carrier (.108-112MHz) fre-
quency to the solid state modulator where it is modulatid by 90
and "150 Hz tones. Two signals (figure 3-2) are generated by
the modulator: carrier plus sidebands (C+SB) and sidebands
only (SBO). The modulator also deliver, t the clearance trans-
mitter a composite of low frequency 90 and 150 Hz tones to
modulate the clearance carrier, generating the clearance C+SB.
In addition, low frequency 90 and- 150 Hz tones and clearance
carrier are supplied to the sideband generator where the clear-
ance SBO is generated. The identification unit, which provides
the pilot identification of the runway and the appro' ch direction,
generates a 1020 liz identification signal- which md, ;ulates both
the course and clearance carriers.

The output signals from the main and standby transmitting units
are routed to the changeover and test unit where 'transmitter
transfer capabilities ale accomplished. SignAs received from
the control unit determine which transmitte,.- operates into the
antennas - main or standby. When the main transmitter is con-
nected to the antenna sysýtem, the standby transmitter operates

into dummy loads. When the standby unit is connected to the
antenna system, the main unit is turned off. Within the change-
over and test unit there exists circuitry for use in monitoring

A standby transmitter parameters.

From the changeover and test unit, the course and clearance
transmitter signals (C+SB and SBO) are fed to the course and
clearance distribution circuits respectively. Each of the distri-
bution circuits merely distributes the C+SB and SBO signals to the

localizer a'ntennas. Phasing relationships and signal conbinations
are accomplished within the distribution circuits so that the proper
field radiation pattern is established via the antennas. The antenna
assembly consists of a parabolic reflfector with directional ex-
citers and a clearance array. The parabolic reflector with
directional ex( iters (three directional antennas) is used in es-

3-2
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tablishing the course field radiation pattern; however, to establish
the clearance field radiation pattern both the dlearance array
"(consisting of 4- antenna elements) and the course antenna system
are •requied.

To provide integral monitoring ability of the- radiated signal
-parameters, proximity detectors are utilized. Each transmitting
source is samhpled by a proximity probe. The captured signals
are then combined (in• the distribution circuit cabinets) toprovide
the proper signals with-which system parameters are monitored.
The system parameters which are monitorea are: course position,
displacement sensitivity, carrier power level, percentage modu-
lation, idenitification- $igbal, and clearance monitoring..

Triplicate monitoring of each of theserparameters iS incorporated
as shown in figure 3-1. When th6-tolerance lhmit of 'any para-
meter is exceeded, an- alarm- signal1 foorn each of'the respective
monitor channels is 4ed to the control thit, -frorh which a transfer
to the- standby: transmitting unit -1s initiaited. the control unif acts
upon i 2 of 3 vote- to initiate the transfer.

In addition to the integral monitoring of2 system- para'rneter-s, near
field and far field course position monitoring is also incorporated,.
The near field monitoring utilizes a singie yagi antenna ,to provide
dual monitoring ability. The far field monitoring- utilizd;. 1hreev
Yagi antennas feeding triplicate VHF receivers and triplicate
,monitor channels with a 2 of 3-vote. Both near-field and-fa-
field alarm signals are delayed to prevent disturbances created
by aircraft overflights and landings from causing eqtuipment
alarm and shutdown.

The same system parameters are monitored for the standby
transmitting unit as for the main transinlitting unit.. However,
only single monitoring ,is incorporated. -Upon an alarm from
any standby monitor, the standby.transmitting unit will be shut
down after a nominal 5 second time delay.

The far field monitor has its own alarm processing circuitry to
minimize the quantity of telephone lines- needed for remote
transmission. Each far field monitor channel provides two alarm
outputs - a Category III alarm and a Category II alarm. The
difference between these two alarm outputs is-merely in tolerance
limits. A two of three vote is utilized for both the Category II
and Category III alarms-. Time delayt are associated with the
final alarm outputs for both categories; however, the Category
III alarm--time delay is accomplished at the remote control unit
in the control tower '(the Category III alarm signal is conveyed
directly to the tower where performance downgrade is accom-
plished). Besides a general power/temperature alarm and a

3-5



Ifar Ui.l6d- •onitor' bypass signal, three-signals are sent.to the
localIzer control unit - a-monitor mismatch, a shutdown alert,,
and a shutdown. _A monitor mismatch signal-indicates that one

jof the .hreeCategory If monitor channel alarms has existed
over a definite time period; (nominal 120 seconds). A shutdown
-signal indicates that 2 of 3 Category II monitor channel alarms
hav° existed over a set time period (nominal- 70 seconds).
When receivedatthe localizer control unit, this shutdown sigý-
nal Will -mfimediatel'y 6hut- down the entire- localizer station.
The ,shutdown alert signal precedes the shutdown signal by a
nominal _5 seconds. The shutdown al•f signal initiates a- shut-
down %varning signal .(within -the control unit) Which is transmit-
ted to the pilot to give him an advance warning of the forthcom-

n aing shutoaown. a-n

The lo'calizer-control0 tnt processes alarm signalls received from
the monitor channels. If'only one alarm is'received from any
monitor dhannel set, a MONLTR ,MISMA-T-G1H-lamp,-located' on the
cbntol unit front panel will illuminate. All integral monitor
alarms require a two of three voting to initiate a transfer com-
mand., An actual transfer will. be accomplished only ifthe stand-
by-transmitting unit ik available while the main is operative. If
either the standby transmitter is operative (on the air) or if it is
shut down, a trans'fer command leads, to a localizer shutdown,.
Ifboth near field monitors alarm, a direct localizer'shutdown
will result after -the nominal 5 second time delay. A shutdown
alert is- also initiated prior to the shutdown command of the near
field' alarms,

'Ni addition to the alarm p1iocessing already-described, the-control'
unit:

1. Provides signals to the remote control unit showing the
status of the main and standby transmitting equipment..

2., Provides signals to the remote control.unit downgrad-
ing the facility performance Category III status to Cat-
egory II if the standby equipment is either not available
or is on the air.

3. Processes transmitter "cycle" commands received from
the remote control unit.

4. Visually displays all alarm conditions and transmitter

status,

5. Provides for the' selection of the main transmitting unit.

6. Provides for the bypassing of all 2nonitor channels.

7. Provides for the memorization or non-memorization of
monitor alarms.

3-6



8. Provides for the selection of command cpntrol from either
the i6inote control unit or the localizer dontrol: unit.

9. -'nhibits restoration of radiation for at least 20 seconds
'after localizer radiation has been -shut down.,

10. Proyides for testing the integrity of both abnormal
indication and:inonitor alarm lamps-with a bulb test
switch.

11. Provides signals to the remote control unit showing either
(1) monitor alarm abnormals or (2) power/environmental
abnorrmals. (Note: power/environmental abnormals down-
grade systemn performance status from Category III to
Category 11 after a preset time delay.)

With regards to system power supplies, iredundancy is highly
incorporated. The two main battery chargers are connected in.
parallel, each possessing the, capability-.of independently -supplying
the l0ad-current-4nd voltage., -Each battery -haiger has its own
respective battery-Which it keep fully charged. Two DC/DC
converters, receiving thoir input from the common charger out-
put voltage (+28 volts), produce the remaining system dc voltages.
Each converter voltage iýý virtually in parallel With the other
respective converter voltage, thus providing a dual redundancy

s ystem dc supplyo voltages.

3.3 Glideslope

The simplified block diagram of the glideslope station is presented
in figure 3-1. As is evident the configuration of the station is
very similar tec that of the localizer. Some of the major dif-
ferences are: (1) the glideslope does not possess: dither afar
field monitor or an identifical'lion unit/monitors (2) the glide-
slope has an antenna tower 'miisalignment detector (3),triplicate
near field monitors are utilized for the glideslope (4) no shut-
down alert warning signal is provided.

The transmitter s~ection is ,also slightly different. The course
'transmitter delivers a UHF carrier (328. 6 - 335.4 MHz) fre-
quency which is amplified. by the 10 watt amplifier. This am-
plified carrier is then delivered to the solid state modulator
where, asfor the localizer, it is modulated by 90 and, 150' Hz
tones. The two signals, C+SB and SBO are generated by the
modulator. In addition the modulator also provldeo a low fre-
quency 150Hz signal used for modulating the clearance carrier
within the clearance transmitter. The clearance signal is only
C+SB 1-50 Hz.
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The changeover and test unit provides the same function ai -that
of the localizer - -transfer. tranismitter signals of themaitn "and
standby- u.i either into the antenna systemn (includinkg distribU IOn.
circuits) or-into dummy 'loads. `Mlso *ithiný 1th'changeover and
test unit there exists circuitry4for moiitoriing pf~the standby
'transmitter parameters.

Fronri the changeover and. test-unit, the three sfgnals (course
C+SB, course SBO, and clearance-C+SB 150),ar-4-roqted to the
distribuition circdits where thesse stitgals are combined arid
distribdtedkto the three 2-lambda glideslbpe antennas. Correct
phase relationships are established within-the ditAibution. circuits.
The three 2-lambda antennas W( -array) are identical-and-are-
mounted on the ,ower at 3 different heights (H, 2H, 3H). H is
dependent both upon the. radiadt.ng frequency and theglide path

Proximity field detectors ire employed to-provide integral mon-
itoring. ability of the radiated'--ighaT -parameters. The UHF zdoixk-

:bining circuits combine -the -signa1s-p vided by-the probesN so

that parameter monitoring can be accomplished. The parakneters
to be monitored are: path alignment,.(course- position), carrifer
power- level,- percentage `modulation,, path-vWidthf(displa-cdment
sensitivi.ty)- and the clearance signal. As, in the 1oCaliizer, tri-
plicate monitoring of all parameters is incorporated.

In addition to integral monitoring, near field monitors are provid-
'ed to monitor the path angle (course position). The near field
monitor antenna couples the appropriate signal to three parallil'

- - monitor channels. A twvo of three vote for monitor channel alarms
is utilized.. Since aircraft overflights may cause field distur.-
bances which will create near field alarms, the alarms are de-
layed a nuhminal-2 seconds -at the control unit. "True" near field
alarms lead directly to station shutdown.

As in the case of the localizer, the same standby parameters are
monitored for the standby transmitting unit as for the main-
transmitting unit, Again, only single parameter monitoring is
incorporated.

A glide slope antenna tower deformation monitor is employed to
verify the integrity of the tower. If misalignment or deformation
of the antenna tower persists for a nominal 135 'seconds, an
alarm is provided to the control unit which will shut down the
entire glideslope statior The misalignment detector is mounted
at the top of the antenna tower and is nominally set to detect a
five inch deflection at the top of the tower.

The glideslope control unit utilizes the same printed.wiritqg boards
as the localizer. (Actually there is one less board used in the
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glideslope). Hence all functionaloperations and displays of status

are identical. For minor differences '(such as a% misalignment

detector alarm versus the far field monitor, ala-rms-)- strap op-

tions are employed.

'3.4 lRteiote Control'rUnit

The remote control unit, figure 3-3, r•eceives inputs from the

localizer station,,:thd g lideslope station, and each of the marker

lbeacons. It is used for the display of all status. information
SIrom these stations., It also provides for remote cycling cap-

abilityof transriitting units for each- station (.cy.cle-sequence:
MAINM-OFF-STANBY-OFF).

LOCAL ZCiý GLI D SLOPE INNER MARKER MIOOLE MARKER OUTER MARKER SPARC

0 0 00

LOC 0 5 IM MM OM " P CAV'III CAT IiOOOOOO E:][mo
PERFORMANCE CATEGORY STATUS

01MMe

0 

A.jAD' ORMAL.

M LOUDNESS

PCfrPOqMANC1

~0'
SUL@ EtJN 

S

TECST

POWiR 0

Figure 3-3. Remote Control Unit

TwoABNORMAL indications are provided for each station -

MONITOR ABNORMAL and POWER/ENVIRONMENTAL ABNOR-
MAL. The MONITOR ABNORMA-L lamp is, illuminated whenever:

91 The main transmitter is not operational.

0 A mismatch exists on one of the monitor channel sets

(I. e, one monitor channel out of three is in alarm).

* A main inhibit is generated (note: a main inhibit inhibits
the main monitor channels).
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o An alarhm has occurrfsd on the standby mo it r channels
(the alarm riiay be dueto ,either a._fatjuie in, the -tandby-
tranrsmitter dr in one-Of the standby ndiiAt_6 channels).

S9. Tort- the -Iocalizer, a: far-fie14 shutdow'n alarm-his Oc-
curred; for the glidesi6pe, a misafignment4dCtectdr
alarmn- has occurre'd,.

.e The, honitors locally-bypassed (MLB,) rYode- ofoperaetion
is sele'ted. (Note that under this conditin --the' ABNOR-,

- MAL lamp -will be f 1shing).

-The-e POWF.ýR/ENVIRONMENTAL ABNORMAL is ill]'mninated wheni-

4 One of the DC/IDC converter voltages- fail's,

. The temperature ,limits are .exceeded.

* The primary power to either, of the two battery chargers
fails.

9 Either 6f the battery chargers fail.

* The terminal battery voltages drop- below a preiiet leveL

- F Fc(, the localizer, a power/te'imperature alarm occuirs
at the far field monitor;

When either of these abnormals are generated an audible alarm
is sounded. By depressing the SILENCE switch, the audible
'21arm is turned off.

An, ILS performance category status is also provided. f6r visual
display at~the remote control unit. The Category>II -lamp is illu-
minated only if all of the conditions listed below are satisfied.

'1. Localizer main transmitter is on the air,

2. Localizer standby transmitter is available.

3. Localizer far field course monitors see th\ý, course
position parameter within Category III tolerance limits
(adjus'table 20 second--time delay available).

4. Localizer monitor channfel inhibit is not present.

5. Localizer terminal battery voltage is above a preset
level.

6. Glideslope main transmitter is on- the air.

7. Glideslope standby transmitter is available.

8. Glideslope monitor channel inhibit is not present.
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9Glideslope tdrminal ,batterýy voltage! is above preset

1.0. Outer -marker beacon is on with no -rl leivel -or identifi-

cAti6 -alcarlrn.

11 innder marker- beacon As on -with-no rf1eve' or idenifi-,I Midderm arkeir -beacon is on with~no rf level'or identifi-
cadtlon, alairm.

13 Distance-naeasuringeupet D-)i with"nt~e.c

(if itplicabl~e),-

14. The "absdnce! -of loc~aliz6r POWER/.ENVIRON'MENTAL
-ABNORkMAL condition. (A time delay of tip-to 3 hours,
18-us-d for this Eondition).-

I.The absence of glideslope POWER/EN4VIRONMENT-AL
ABNORMAL condition. (A time delay of up to 3 hours
i-S, u~sed -for -thits condition).

The !Category II'lamp is illuminated only if all of the coniditions,
t lji~ted below.are, szti-sfied.

r. Either the localizer-main or standby, transmitter is on,
thei air, prov ided that no monitor channel inhibit exists.

2. Either ti e glideslope main or sta 'ndby transmitter' is onf the air, provided that no monitor channel inhibit exists.f3. The Category III indicator lamp is off.ii4;. Outei marker beacon is on with no rf'-level or identifi-

S. Middle marker beacon is on with no rf level or identifi-Ii c;tion alarfin.
6. 'Inner marker beacon is on With no rfilevel or identifi-

* cation alakrm.

Whenever a change, in performance category occurs, a momentary

buzzer is triggered.
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4.0 PROCEtDURE

The follo•ing steps briefly 'sur-marize the-general approach
taken inthis analysis:

1. The functional block diagrai'n of the, syystem is6 drawn,
exhibiting all relevant signal flow pa4,ths between the
various functional assemblies. In addition to the s ysteur
block diagram, detailed functional 'e.scriptions (sliuchtas
Boolean algebraic expressions aind 6jniplified- assemb,ý.y
block diagrams) are provided when ignal flow charac.,-
terization is not readily attained atlhe system biock
'diagram lev;el.

2. Each functional- entity in the system block d(agram is
then analyzed for all possibleofail'ure modes which havie
a direct effect on the,-system operational status. It should
'be noted that each failurc- mode listeddreflects actual
piecepart failure effects at the- functional block output.
The various failure mode effects ahd, system failure
indications areb'then tabulated.

3. Upon, completion of the tabulatio'mof the failure fhiodes and
effects, the failure rate of each failure mode will'be
calculated. That failure rate is the total failure rate
of all the piecepart components which, upon failure,
produce that functional faiiluremode.

4. the final step of the- FMECA is the veiification that system
design and reliability such that the probability of a poten-
tially hazardous failure during the critical landing phase
of. a Category III landing is less, than 1, x i-07.- This Ais
accomplished by developing mathematical models which
entail all conceivable events (or sequence of events) that
lead to one-of twu probabilities of system failure: (1) the
loss of signal (station shutdown) or (2) ih.e radiation of a
hazardous signal (out of Category UI! tolerance). ,The
probability math models for each of,,these conditions are
deterrtained by utilizing the failure modes and effects,
data-. The final calculation of the probability of the
Cktegory III SSILS mission failure is then performed.

4/
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5. 0, ASSUI•PTIONS/CONSIDERATIONS

The FMECA was not performed atpiecepart level but rather at the,
functional level, i. e., the level at which one or more distinct
circuits 'serve a separate system operational functioni. In most
cases this funi~onal level neatly coincides With the assembly1) level of the sys'tem. To perform a piecepart analysis on a system
bas extensive as the-SSILS Wc.s judgediheither necessary.nor,

desirable.

Pkibr-to any failure both the locaiizer and glideslope are operat-
ing on main transmitting units in Category III performance status
'as indicated by the remote control unit CAT III.:status indicdLor.
On a per statibn~basis, Category III performafice st.tus simply
implies that,,(1) the main transmitter is on the air, operatin9
within'Category III tolerance limits; (?,) the standby transrnittcr
is available (3) a power or envi~ronmental alarm has not existed
over some preset interval of tinie (3 hours maximuni). For de-
scriptive purposes within this analysis, transmitting unit numb~er
1 will be consi'dered ais main and transmitting unit number 2 as
standby.

When 'the monitoring system of the SSILS is functioning properly
(no monitor malfunctions present), radiation pattern degradations
*beyond the Category III tolerance limits are detected. Jzence, the
.driteria for establishiLg a "true functionai (or catastrophic) failure"
is that it degrades the radiated signal beyond the alarm limits of
the monitors.

Only single piecepart failures (open/short component failures)
are considered, in the determination of functional failure modes.
However, multiple functional failure modes will be-considered
for the determination of haza'idous failure-conditions.

The following are excl.udedý-from.the analysis:

a. Monitor indigator circu,•ry not affecting operational

status (such as alarm memory latches, lamp 4Irivers,
bulbs, metering circuitry).

b. hIntercom c.)rcuitk'y - not vital for system operation.

c. Marker !Yeacons - not vital for Category III operation.,

d. Heater resistors within the cabinets of the distribution
circuits, Since distribution circuitry failures are
considered in the analysis,. the cause of failure, temper-
ature or otherwise, is immaterial to this analysis.

The analysis of the remote control/status display is given in
paragraph 10. With regards to this analysis, it will be assumed

Preceding page blank ,
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that fhe operator will check thel'transmitter status of each stat,'6n
and. determine that the CAT ilI status indicator' amp is lit prior
to a Cat(.g6ry II landing.

The following failure modeL •Are, considered not hazardous:

a. Loss or degradation of the identification signal.

b. Losbs or degradation of the shutdown alert signal.

c. G'eneratio0n of an erroneous shutdown alert signal.

d. Loss, of Category If near field monnitoringability.

e. Generation of erroneou• ,p6wer/temperature alarms.

The criteicil, laridifig phase period for the localizer is 10 seconds;
for the glideslope 5 seconds.

The probability of failure P(F) is equal to Xt.

Note: The probability of sucrc.,ss is given by the expression
P(S) = e

Utilizing thO exponential expansi'bn,

P(S) =,e = I-At + (X - +(t) + . . . . . . ...

2 6

For values of' %t << 1,

P(S) = 1 -At

Therefore the probability of failure is:

P(F) = I - P(S) = I -- (I -Xt) = Xt

External runway disturbances such as aircraft overflights and
runway activity have an- adverse effect ph the radiated localizer
signal at the far field. The parameter of interest at the far field
is the difference in depth of modulation (DDM). This ,parameter
is affected by such disturbances and, hence, is monitored at the
far field. The loss of this monitoring can lead to potentially'haz-
ardous conditions. An obstruction. could exist between the local-
izer antenria and the far field monitor which would not be detected
by the integral monitors or the near field monitors. Hence, to
accompliAh -the primary purpose of the FMECA, the probability
of external runway disturbances during the critical landing phase
of a Category III landing must be known. However, the calcula-
tion of this probability requires a statistical analysis utilizing
empirical data. Since such data is presently unavailable, a max-
imum allowable probability of occurance is established within the
analysis of the FMLCA and is listed as an assumption. The as-
sumed value of this probability is 1 x 10"3.
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The proper alignment of the gliaeslope antenna tower is vital for
the radiation of correct signals. The alignment is monitored for
permanent def6rmatibns due to such natural forces as earth

jJemors, strong winds, toer' Settling, etc. This probability
,of'permanent misalignment (within the prev--ntive maintenance
cycle- of.a one week period) must be known for•'the ac,6mplishment
of. the FMECA. Since such a probability ie ufiava;'iable for this
analysis, a maximum allowable value is again ssumed. A
maximum number for this occurrence is lxlO".

CoaxialI cables, connectors, antennas and probes will not be
treated independently for failure modes and effects, 'but rather
are considered in the, analysis as ,part of the functional block to
which they are associated since the analysis is performed at the
functional level.

The assignment of a criticality number to each failure mode is the
conventional means of performing a-:criticality analysis. Such ,an,
approach, hovkever, tends to be pa'rtially subjective due to weighing
factors by whidhN 1he criticality nunmber is established. A more
objective approach is: (1) to provide merely the failure rate as a
representation of the criticality ofeach failure mode; and (2) to
identify each failure mode as being either hazardous or not
hazardous. These two items, moreover, are necessary inputs

' toward accomplishing the primary purpose of the FMECA as
outlined in the proredure. For these reasons this approach will
be utilized for the criticality analysis of the FMECA.

The failure -rates used in thi's analysis webzs derived using the
following considerations:

a. Source of base failure rates was RADC Reliabi'ity Note-
book, Volume II, dated September 1967. (RADC-TR-67-
108)

b; Equipment ambient temperatures was 250 C. Appropriate
temperature ri'tes were used for the part ambients
depeniding upon theirlocation in the equipment.

c. Environmental factor was "ground fixed" as defined in
the RADC notebook.
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6.0 FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAMS

Appendices A and B contain detailed functional block -diagrams of
the localizer and glideslope respectively. It is at that functional
level the' FMECA will be performed. Also contained-in the
appendices are all the:fu'nctional block diagrams of eailh inajorp
assembly,. All the various functional block diagrams ihay 6e
utilized to obtain a rather detailed understanding of system
operation.

Two observations: should be made concerning the general statichn•
block diagrams. First, all signals which can affect stati6h
operational performance are provided -in, the diagrams. Hence,
only the outputs from ,each functional block need to be considered,
for analysis. Secondly, each functional block has an identification
number by which the results of the tabulated analysis may be

I brought into systemn perspective. Additional clarification of tLieItabulated res'ilt* of the FMECA can be attained when the function-
al block is viewed at the system level.

'The detailed diagrams of the control unit for each station qhould
be particularly useful for a thorough understanding of control4
ufiit operation. The Boolean expressions provided comapletely'
characterize all major logic signals and commands. Hence, ,these
diagrams should be a tremendous aid in troubleshooting control
unit failures.

Preceding page blank 6
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7,.0 -FAILURE ANALYSIS

The heart of the FiMECA is the failure analysis. This anialysis
identifies each failure-xmode, describes the corresponding
failure effects, and lists the -failure- rate by which its criticality.
is measured. This failure analysi, is performed in the form
"given in Jfigure 7-1. The following clarification of t-erms should
,be made, concerning this form.

1. Failure Mode: This is the item (functional block)'failure
f mode. Each-,failjure mode, reflects the, piecepart failures

- *6thifi the block that can affect the output signals in the
, - prescribed failid-e mode. Such terrms as'"loss of signal',

ar,,e normally ,applied to any failure condition that totally
destioys the characteristicsof a "'good" signal. Also
any radiated; sigfial that is not degraded beyond' the Cate-
gory Ili ala-:m limits is not considered to constitute a
functional failure.,

S0 2. Failure Effect:, Normally listed under this term are the
iriijediate failure effects upon the system (or station)
from an operational standpoint. Effects on radiated
signals, may also be listed here. Occasionallyýyincorpo-
"rated within this column are some conditional:failuie
-effect comments - the effects upon the system operation
if- another failure Were to occur.

3. System Operation After Failure: The system performance
Category immediatelyb after the i•,ilure is revealed in

- these columns. Thes' indicaitions correspond to the
performance indicator lamps at the Remote Control
Tower. An "OFF" condition exists'if the system is
"neither in Category I1 or Catego-,y III performance.

4. Failure; Indications: The abnormal indication lights
which should be lighted at the diflereift locations after
the failure occurs are, presented in these columns. The
"h.eniote Con'trol column, lists the abnormal indications
"present at the Remote Control Tower. The Control Unit
column- is normally, used -to give the abnormal indications
that are displayed on the respective station control unit
frorvt panel. The "other" column is normally utilized

-Y for any other dislay of abnormal indications such as the
monitor channel alarm-lights or the, remote far field
monitor indications. True monitor channel alarm-light
indications are revealed only in the monitors -locally
bypassed (MLB) mode of operation; hence, the monitor
alarm'light indications presented here are those that will

0 be displayed in the MLB mode of operation. It should be
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realized that the MLB mode {1` utilized- during, any
failure troubleshooting.

5• Failure Rate: This-column lists the total faiiure, rate of
the piecepart failures that can produce the respective
functional failure mode. The failure rate given in this,
column, is worst case since all component failure rates
that can cause the p4rticular failure mode are included
regardless of the pie.cepart failure modes. In essence,
this number is a- representation of the criticality of each
failure mode - the larger the failure rate the great~er the
criticality of the failure'rneode. The failure rate number
given in this column is in termis of failures, per million
hours. Failure rate identification is- ,ccom'plished by
alpha- numeri---qbhsc ripts of X.4 The numeric portion of
the subscript applýes to the identification of'the functional
block; 'the alphabetic portion ideh'tifies •the specific failure
mode. Fo'iexample, AIB im-pies-the 'failure rate of the
second' (B) failtiure mode oifthe control unit (01?'.

'The results of th6 failure analysis are provided in
appendices C'and D for localizer and glideslope respec-
tively. The failure rates were determined on separate
work sheetsýwhlch(,will not be provided within this report.
Table 7-1 provides an example of these -work sheets,.
show'ing the failure "rate calculations for. two failure
modes of the localizer control unit. All failure modes
listed in the analysis are corsidered to be hazardous
unless specifically identified to be "not 'hazardous" in the
".-emarks" column,
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48. O0 MATH MO°DELS

To fulfill the pikimary objective~ofthis analysis, ýit must be
verified that' the probability of a potentially hazardous failure (.a
loss of signal or the radiation of a hazardous signal) duriiig the
critical'landing phase be less, than I x 10-7. To achieve-this
verification, probabilityr rhath, models are utilized.

Figure 8-1 provides an illustration of a typical -probabiiitv. math
model. As can be seen,, three distinct paths lead t0 a fa•ilure. If
the event whose probability 'is given by P1 occurs, a failure will
result. For-a failure to result due to pith B events, all three
events must occur, the probability of which is given by (P P•

4). Path C is slightly more complicated. Either event 5 or
(event 6 must occur, --event 7 must,-occur, and either-event -8, 9, or
10 must occur to 'lead tdoa failure. Its probability of occurrance
is given by r(P5 + P 6)Y" P 7 ' (P 8 + P 9 + P 1 0 )]. The'overall total
probability of a failure (P(F)) due to all three ,paths is simpl~j the
algebraic sum.

Rather than provide a graphical -repraesentation of -the -probability
math -nodels on the ILS system, it is decided to -present only the
probability equations of the rnith models-. The graphical approach

CATEGORY Ill
PERFORMANCE •STATUS FAILURE

PATHE5

1.

PATH 

C 

"

fi -

P " s 

P O

i- (A) 105703 P (F)u P + (P2 P3 P4) +[(P1 +p6) P7 (P8+P9+PIo)]

Figure 8-1. Example of the Graphical Representation of a

-v Probability Math Model.
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would be less than meaningful since adequateqdescription of
events- could not be provided The equations, o6f course, provide -al
the same information as, the graphical representation. In addition,
each path of failure can be treated; independently by a separate
probability equation and full description of probability, events can
be :provided.

Ail the math model equations for the localizei- and glideslope are

different sections - the "loss of signal" probabilities and the
"hazardous signal radiation" probabilities. The probability
expressionis were formu.lated by considering each and •every
haz.ardous failure mode listed in the failure analysis. Like events
(failure mode failure 4-ates of, similar failure effects)% ,ere grouped
together whenever possible. For •each separate probability ex-
pression listed, all failure modes in the failure analysis can be
identified by.,failure rate subscripts. For some. probability cal-
culationis, pre ventive maintenance cycles, whicha're listed in the
"reimnarks" column, must be assumed. 'The reason for this is
that a failure which does not cause a monitor alarm (a "hidden"
failure) can only be located by periodic preventive rnaihtenance
procedures. Worst case probabilities are often, given whenever
the numerical result p,%roves to b6 xegligible. This is done solely
for sirridlificattbn purposss.
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9.,0 PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

One of the secondary objec.tives of this analysis is, tO provide a
a ecommendation of how often preventive minaintenance, checks for

hidden equipment failures should be peformed& to ensure a high,
degree of' system integrity. This is a natural output for thýi EMEC6A because ,preventiveý maintenance frequendies ,must be
utilized in the math models.

To determine the frequency of. preventivemaintenance chgcks, t-wo
factoisý (or recjuiremrents) must be conisidered: (1) an a.l0wablre
probability of failure occurrenc-e; and (2:);an allowable,4frequency of
preventive maintenance so that total' meah preventive, maintenance
fintme '(PMT) does not exceed equipment specification requike-
ments. The recommended frequency ,then. will be asuitable com-,
piromise b*'tieen tl'ese two requiirements. Whenever ,such4a corn-
promise cannot be;attained'(either or both requirerments cannot,
be fulfilled), equipment design changes must be accomplished ±&d
reduce~the probability of failure.

In practice, a reasonable frequency is a,•rulmed in the math model's,
-and then the total MPMT is calculated to verify that the requirermient
is not exceeded. In assuming a preventive maintenance frequency,
the time to peiform the hidden zfailure check must also be consid-
6 red. The cbirtr showing the recommended -preventive mainte-
nance task frequencies for the localizer'and glideslope are re-

[ spectively given in appcndices G and H. These charts incorporate
the assumed frequencies utilized in th'e math model calculations.
in addition to the hazardous failure-modes considtifed,,in the math
models, non-hazardous. hidden failures identified in the'failure
analyses are also presented in the tables so that the overall
MPMT can be'calculated. A-brief-.descriptiohi- oi the preventive
maintenance task is also provided in the charts in,,brder to
estimate the time required to perform the hidden failure check.
Whenever one check can be performed simultaneously with another,
its estimated task time is, omitted"ff-m the table.

The sole purpose of these ,charts is to provide a listing of the
recommended frequencies of preventive maintenance checks for
hidden failures and to show that these are consistent with pre-
ventive maintenance requirements. They are not intended to be
used per se by field technicians. Preventive 'maintenance pro-
cedures that are to be used in the field should be much more
detailed. 'However, the frequencies provided by these charts should
be an input for writing the actual field procedures.
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106.10 REMOTt dONTRCL/STAI'US DiSPLAY

The, status-display unit is ~si 'milar to the. remote control unit
ýexcept that it does not :possess transmitter cycle capabilities and
J4oes, not havei a telephone. Hence', any analys~is od the remote
control unit services equally well-.for the s~tatus display unit,
A simplified functional block diagram odf'the r~emote, control unit is
given in figure 10- 1. As seen in 'the, dia~gram, only, on -,control
signal for ea Ch sbtation is an output from the unit. '11, other
,signal3 pertain to s ,tatus only and as such canh6i affect the actual
radiated signal. The cycleb control lininefailUie mode is treated

LOCALIZER 6t.IDCSLOPF ~
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U1

within the framework of control- unit- fadiU.re modes for each

station; henc~e, only an analysis oi -at\,.:signals isnecessary.

A detailed analysis of this unit is not riecessary since the FMECA
pertains-only to a Category Ill performance status analysis. From
an'intuitive standpoint, only two revelarit failure modes exist for the

unit: (3.:): circuit failures causing, the Category III performance lamp
to be e.s:tinguished; and '(2) circuit failures, cau.,ing the Category
III perfom.rriance lamp, to remain "on" continuously, regardless of
station performance. The first of these failure modes is not
'hazardous. If an aircraft is just beginning (or already in) the
critical landing phase, a safe Category ITI landing may be accom-
plished since the radiated signal is unaffected. Although station
failures could coficeiveabiy occur within that same 10 second
critical lan'ding Phase period, 'the probability is totally negligible.
The maximum -probability of this -event is given by the expression:

PMAX = PREQUIREMENT * (XRCl * 10sec)

where PREQUIREMENT 1 x -0-7 (specified)

and X RCP is theýfailure rate of the remote control unit

circuitry that can cause the lamp to -be extinguished.

To simplify matters, "let X RC = 100 x 10-6 failures per -hour
as worst case. Then,

PMAX = x l0") (100 x 10" 6 )'( 10/3600)

2. 777 x 10"14

The second failure mode, circuit failures causing the Category
III perfor.nance lamp to remain lit, is potentially hazardous since
the "true" status- of the radiated signal is not recognizable. How-
ever, if it is assumred that the operator check the transmitter
status of each station prior to a Category Ill landing, the severity
of-the hazardous condition is greatly reduced. In face, the only
potentially hazardous condition that then can exist is that the
localizer signal be out of Category Ill tolerance at the far field.
All other potentially hazardous( conditions are recognizable
through other status indications on the remote control unit. The
reason for this is that the far field Category Iii disable signal
affects only category perfc:,rnance status. It is not processed
by the localizer station and, hence, there is noredundant status
display associated with it. The out-of-Category 111-tolerance
condition at the far field i3 due soe..y to external runway and
overflight disturbances.

Since an initial e-valuation of this potentially hazardous failure
mode revealed its probability was too high, design changes were
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incorporated toprovide redundancy and, thus, lower considerably
the; probability of this potentially hazardous occurrence. The new
probability,,expre s s ion is given by:

RRC2 C 168)2 FF ).'(XREDUND 168)
"RC CSEDDM

where kRC2 the failure rate of the remote control far field

alarm processing, circuitry which can cause

the Category Ii performance lamp to remain
illuminated, without redundancy.

= the failure rate of the redundancy circuitiry
E RC that can cause the Category III performance lamp

to remain illuminated.

P 1FI0-3 (assumed value) the probability that the
F SDDM localizer ILS signal will be out of. Category III

DDM tolerance at-the far field due to external
runway distrubances during the critical' landing
phase of a Category III landing.

The calculafed failure rate figures are given below:

XRC2 = 1. 141 x 10-6.failures per hour

'REDUNDRC = 0. 268 x 10-6 failures per hour

Hence, the new probability is:
P (1. 141 x 106 . 168) (10-3) (0. 268 x 10-6 • 168)

= 8.636 x 10"12

With ,the redundancy in the design incorporated, the probability
of this potentially hazardous failure mode becomes negligible.
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7 11.0 RESULTS/CONCtmSIONS
Overall failure probabili ties are readily calculated from the math

Smodel tables by simple addition. Tables I1I-1I and I11-Z enumerate

: • the failure ,probabilities for the localizer and glideslope respectively.
Si ' Table 11-3 provides a resueltant faifurie probability summary. As

can~be seen, the overall probability of mission failure is 0. 89345 x'x10"7 which is legs'than 1 x y0"7 , "the specifled requirement. Hence,
" the primary purpose of this analysis has been accofiiplished.

* Table 11-1. Total Localizer Hazardous Signal Probability

A. Localizer Shutdown Probabilities

1. PS: 3. 912 x 10- 8  
- 39. 120 x 10-9

Z1. PAD: 3.516', 100-14 O 0.000x l0 9

3. PAC 1.227 x 10 -,- = 0.012 x 10-9
"4. P A: 9.226 x I0" 1 3  = 0.001 x 109

AD9
5. ST.BY OSE: 1.722 x 10-14 - 0.000 x 10"9

6. PSTBYSEN: 2.982 x i0"15 00.000 x 10-o9

7. PSTBY CL 1. 802 x I014 = 0.000 x

"8. PSTB'Y ID 1. 665 A 1016 0.000 x 10 9

"9. : 9.837 x 1015 - 0.000 x lo

10. p PS/CONV" 9. 906 x 10- 11 0. 099 x l0-9

ll. PCSE/ID 5. 106 x I0, 1 0  = 0.511 x 10-9

12. P SEN: 2.090 x 10") 0 0. 209x 10-9

13. PCL: 4. 540 x 10-1 - 0.454 x 10-9

14. PNF: 1.422 x I0-I0 - 0. 142 x 10-9

15. PFF: 6.081 % 10- 0 0. 608 x 109

"16. PINHIB': 6. 822 x 10" 6.822 x ,9

":PD A 47. 978 x 10
SD
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Table Il-I. Total Localizer Hazardous Signal
Probability (continued)

B. Localizer Haz.ardous 'Signal Radiation Probabilities0-15 -

"I. P(HS) DDM: 1.287 x 10 0.000 x I0 "9
CSE DDM -10 -9

2. P(HS) FF: 5. 555 x 10 1 0.556x 10-9

3. P(HS)csE DDM: 4.971 x 10 0.497 x 10-

4. P(HS)sE RF: 1. 502 x 10"9 1. 502 x I0-9

5. PjHS)sEN: 1. 354 x 1010 = 0. 135,x I0

6. P(HS)CL DDM: 3'. 584 x 10" = 3. S84 x 10"9•

CL DD B6. 274 x10- 9

H'S

-9PTOTALLOCALIZER = SD + PHS = 54. 252 x 10"7
0. 54252 x 10-

Table 11-2. Total'Glideslope Hazardous Signal Probability

A. Glideslope Shutdown Probabilities

1. 2. 197 x 10" 21. 970 x 0S ~1-15 9
2. PAD: 2. 691 x 10 '0. 000 x 10

-AB 12 =9
3. PAD: 5. 884 x 10 0. 006 x 10-

-15 9
4. PSAD 1. 103 x 10- 0.000 x 10

5. P CL: 9. 045 x 10 - = 0. 000 x I09
STtY CSEN 1.-648 x 10 005 - 9

7.P :TYC 2. 282 x 10 0. 000O x lo-

8. P StBy: 2. 314x I0 = 0. 000 x l0-

9. PCON, 1. 814 x I0 13 0. 000 x lo

10. P 1. 815 x 1010 = 0. 182 x 109

11. P SE: 1. 035 x 1010 0. 104 x 109

12. PSEL 1.908 x 10" 0. 191 x 10-

13. PNF: 1.403 x 1010 = 0. 140 x 10-9
14. PINHIB: 3.411 x 10 3.411 x 10-9

P =S A= Z6.044 x 10 9
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Table 11-2. Total Glideslopoe Hazaridous Signal
Probability (continueod)

,Bý. Glidtslope lHazardous Signal Radiation Probabilities
1. P((HS) :8; 989 x '10 "16= 000 x 10

*CSEfDM^ 10 -9
2. P(I-IS) ,D: 4. 558 x 10 = 0. 456 k0-t, .CSE.SDM 0"

3. P(HS) : 1.248 x 10 1.248 x10
-_10 -9

4. P(HS) 1. 518 x .10 0. 15? x 10

5. P(HS)L.: 1. 427 x '10 "9 1427x 109

6. P(HS)ATNI: 5. 806 x 10"9 - 5. 806 x 10

PHS = 1B = 9.0 x10

P -OALP SD+P HS- 35. 110 x10-9

-- TOAGLIDESLOPE D HS= 0. 35110 x- 10~

Table ii-3. Probability Summary

A. Localizer:

(1) Shutdown (,Loss of Radiated Signal):, 47. 978 x 10-9

(2) Radiation of Hazardous Signal : 6. 274 x 10

B. Glideslope:

(1) Shutdown (Loss of Radiated Signal): 26. 004 x 10-
4 -9

S(2) Radiation of Hazardous Signal - 9. 089 x 10

C. Tofal 89. 345 x 10"9

or 0. 89345 x 10"7

To achieve this primary objective, however, circuit design
ý-changes/modifications as dictated by the FMECA had to be ac-
c'orrplished. The following is a listing of these changes/modifica-
tions.

1. The SDM strap option will be employed for the localizer
t near field and far field monitor channels. The SDM
Jr alarm limits, however, %will not be to Categ,,ry III

ltmits, but rather to sorne less •stringent value which
will provide an alarm, output when a total loss of input
signal exists. The. SDM and, DDM alarms will be "or'd"
internal to the monitor channel, thus providing one
general alarm output for alarm processing in the control

i" 11-3
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unit. The SDM strap option will also,.be'utilized for the
glideslope near field monitor channels.

2. If a continuods -main monitor inhibit is generated in the
-control' unit, a downgrading of category status indication
(neither category Ili or I1) will occur at the-remote'
control, unit. In this way total, loss of all monitoring
due to inhibit circuitry failures will be remotely recog-
nizable.

3. Additional redundancy in the far field monitor combining
logic'has been employed to reduce the probability of the
loss of the 'far field Category III monitoring capability.

4. Redundancy circuitry has been incorporated in- the control
[ unit to provide direct remote status indidation (perfor-

mance cat'egory downgrade) whenever a "transfer condi-
tion" exists. This redundancy significantly reduces the
probability of radiating a--hazardous signal due to
control unit processing circuit failures.

5. Redundancy ha3 been employed in the remote contrdl/
status displays units to extinguish the Category III
performance light whenever a far field Category III
disable signal occurs.

6. An antenna m isalignment detector test feature has been
incorporated into the design to allow for a "quick and
easy" check of its integrity. This was required to comply
with preventive maintenance requirements.

To, c~onii'rm that the preventive maintenance frequencies assumed
MWLthin this analysis are consistent with the requirem'ents, a
quick comparison of the assignments made in appendices G and'
with the equipment specification is in order. The equipment
specification states that a mean preventive maintenance time
(MPMT) of one hour in 336 hours of equipment operation for
any station is allowable. The total MPMT estimated for localizer
hidden failures is 21.9 minutes in 336 hours of equipment opera-
tion; the total MPMT for the glides lope hidden failures is 14. 0
minutes in 336 hours of equipment operation.

As another outgrowth of the FMECA the following general dis-
cussion on redundancy has evolved:

0 In the general design of electronic equipment, standard
design procedures such as use of high reliability parts
and minimization of circuit components do not necessarily
ensure that system design is optimum from a performance
standpoint. To obtain a high degree of system perfor-
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mance, redundancy of equipment hardware has often
been eCmployed in design. Thisis a very effective means
when utilized c'orrectly. Unfortunately the full advan-
ages of redundancy are often overlooked.

To exhibit the optimum use of redundancy in equipment
"design, the examples of figures 11-1 and 11-2 are
provided. Assume that each, ofthe monitor channels.
monitors the same System parameter. Triplicate -r-e-
dundancy has been incorporated in the monitoring cir-
cuitry, requiring a 2 of 3 vote for monitor alarm pro-
cessing in the control logic. Figure Ti-i illustrates
the typical approach (minimum circuit complexity)
utilized, in circuit design (redundant control' logic ex-
cluded). 'However, when calculating the probability of
loss of the param•,ter monitoring ability (,P(F,)NR), an
interesting observation results. The desirable features
of triplicate monitoring are partially lost due to the
control logic and "OR" gate (PCL and POR respectively).
It is these Circuit components that limit-the reduction of
the probability of failure. Hence, all the additional
circuitry incorporated for triplicate monitoring ig
rendered partially useless in minimizing the probability
of failure.

MONITOR
CHANNELS

r'- • -- -,

.4REOUNDANT I
2I 14. CONTROL

LOGIC

PM / G PaL

M ? 
z 3, 1 - + - + -i . 1 C O N T R O L

P M P O R

G PCL
SM3 3

NOTE: PARTIAL REDUNDANCY TYPICAL VALUES

(F)NR PM POR P6CL PM 10-4

P (F)NR u 10-- + 10-18 + 10- 6 
+ 10-5 PG - 10-6

Id I . I X Io-5 (NO REDUNDANT LOGIC) POR = 10-6

P (F)R " PM
2 + PG3 

+ POR + PCL "PRL PCL = 10-5

8 10-8 + iDI,8 + 10-6 + 10-5 . 10-5 PRL O 10-5

= 10-6 (WITH REDUNDANT LOGIC)

(A) 105705

figure Il -1. Logic Illustrating 2 of 3 Vote of Monitors for Control
Processing (dashed lines illustrates partial redundancy).
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" An "mprover1ent of th'6,origina1ldesign results with the

additional redundant control lodgic (dashed'lines)-., The.
new p0jrobability, (P(F)R) dalculatibn Shbws thatthere is
roughly an improvement by one order offlmagnitdde,
utilizing-typical values. However, as the new calcu-
lation illustrates, the true advantageous features of
triplicate monitoring are stillnot attained. 'A "'bottle-
neck" limiting lfa'ctor is, still present - -the "OR." gat-6

S(wo R).-

MONITOR
CHANNELS

MI -r.72 COTO
M3 • LOGICLIR

,.[•PM PG"PC

(A) 1-70 3i2Lgc~srtn f Vot ofMoiOrsICo
P(F)RCP = PM 2 + PG3 +POR +PCL PRL

. 10-8 + 10-18 + 10-12 + 10-5., 10-5

V 10-8 (WITHOOPTIMUM REDUlkPOANCY)

(A) 105706

.1 4~gure 11-2. Logic Illustrating 2 of 3 Vote of Monitors for

Control Processing with Optimum Redundancy

0 Figure 11I-2 is an illustration of the optimum design,
utilizing redundancy. With the additional "OR" gate in-
cluded, the Rill advantages of redundancy are attained
since the limiting factor is now the monitor channels.
One final observation should be pointed out concerning
this matter - the addition of a single redundant gate has
decreased the probability of failure two orders of mag-
nitude, utilizing typical values. In summary then, it is
vitally important to incorporate redundancy correctly
if redundancy is to be incorporated ,at all.
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The following enumerates the general conclusions resulting from
"the FMECA:

i. If the as-sumptions made Within this analysis prove to be
,reasonably valid, the probability ofeither (1)'a loss of
signal or (2) the radiation bf a potentially hazardous
signal during thecritical landing phase of a CGategory
III laiding, is less than I x '107 forTexas Instruments
Incorporated Category III ILS>systein. 'The validity' of
the result of the oveiall hazardous failure probability
is enhanced since Worst case, analysis were often em-
ployed.

2. Single equipment failures which can lead directly to
station shutdown are the major contributors which limit
the reduction of the probability of'a hazardous failure.
Hence, to achieve further improvement of equipment
design and reliability, additional redundancy in major
non-redundant circuits such as'the control unit is re-
quired.

3. Due particularly- to the redundancy that has been incor-
,porated into the design as a' resuft of the FMECA, the

probability of the radiation of a potentially hazardous
signal has become insignificant compared to shutdown
probabilities. The design modifications have made the
triplicate monitoring utilized in the Category III system
optimum since the "bottleneck"' factor is -the--monitor
channels themselves.

4. Since all hidden failure modes are identified in the
FMECA, the results of the analysis serve as an ex-
cellent input for the writing of preventive maintenance
procedures. The frequencies of thesepreventive main-
tenance checks stratified within this report are based
upon allowable probabilities of occurrence and, hence,
should be followed very closely in field performance.

5. Troubleshooting system failures should be greatly
facilitated by utilizing both tWe functional block diagrams
"and the failure mode and effects analysis data.
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Appendix A

tLocalizer Detailed 'Functional Block Diagrams

This appendix consists -of detailed funictional block diagrams for
the localizer. Figures A-4, through A- 19 cover the, numbered
blocks in figures A-1 and A-2 (localizer and'l6calizer far field
mqoiitor.). Figuie A-3 and the accompanying table A-1 detail
the localizer control unit.

A
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Table A-i. Definition of-Signai Names-,(Localizir Control
Unit, Figure A.3)

Nari-e Definition

ABAT:, Alarm due to a drop-in the main battery -voltage.

ACOV Alarm-on one- of the D6C/DC converter voltages.

AFEt Far field shutdown alarm.
S

APE: Poweir/environmental alarm sent to remote control.
RC

AS: Alakrm due to standby monitors.

A Alarm due to standby monitors,. delayed.

ASM: Alarm dueto standby monitors, memorized.

AB: Abnormal condition signal.

ABMON: Abnormal condition sighial due to monitor ,channel

alarm.

AB MON Monitor alarm-sent to remote control,.
"MO RC

AC: AC power alarm from oiie of the two battery charg-
ers.

BC: Battery charger alarm from one of the two chargers.

BLINK:, Blinker output signal, a square wave oscillator.

C: Cycling command signal for transmitters.

C ANT Command to have transmitter no; 1 connected to
the anteniba.

-C- Command to have transmitter no. 2 connected to
the antenna.

CI: Command to turnon transmitter no. 1.

C: Command to turn on transmitter no. 2.

CAT 11RC: Signal to remote control used to determine Category
II status.

CAT .IIIRc: Signal to remote control used to determine CategoryCII status..
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J 'Table A-1. Definitibonof Signal Names (Localizer Control
Unit, 'Figure A-3) (C6ntinued)

' Name Definition

CONTROL: Cycle command' (MAIN, STBY, or OFF).

CL 1 1 : Category III DDM clearance alarrm, monitor no. 1.

CL Category 1iI DDM clearance alarm, xxionitor no. 2.

CL3 Category III DDM clearance alarm, monitor no. 3.

CL 21 Category III SDM clearance alarm, monitor no. 1.
G rL Category IIISDM clearance alarm, monitor no. 2.

• t• CL 2 3: Category 12 SDM clearance alarm, monitor no. 2.

CL 23 : Category III SDM clearance alarm, monitor no. 3.

CL 3 : Category IIHRF clearance alarm, monitor no. 1.

'CL32 Category III RF clearance alarm, monitor no. 2.

-CLS3l Category III AF c uearance alarm, monitor no. 3.

CSE Category III DDM course alarm, monitor no. 1.

'tSEI: Category' III DDM course alarm, monitor no. 2.
12,

CSE1: 1C3tegory III -DDM course alarm, monitor no.

CSE 2: Category III SDM-course alarm, monitor no. 1.

CSE 3 Category III SDM course alarm, monitor no. 3.
22'

CSE 32 Category 111 FDM course alarm, monitor no. 3.

2CE31 Category II RF course alarm, monitor no. 1.

CSE : Category III RF course alarm, monitor no. 1.31
CSE' Category IIJ At course alarm, monitor no. 2.

* 33

CSE 111: Category 11 DDM course alarm, rmonitor no. 1.

CSE 112: Category 11 DDM course alarm, monitor no. 2.

CSE 113: Category II DDM course alarm, monitor no. 3,
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Table A-l. I)bfinition of Signal Names (Localizer Control

'Unit, ,F igure A-3 V- ,Continued)

-Name Definition

BY Far field bypass local,.
BYL

FFBY R Far field bypass remote.

FF MM: Far field mismatch.

FFPE: Far field power/environmental alarm.

FFs: Far field shutdown.

FF S: Far field shutdown alert.

i Ic Inhibit signal to inhibit transmitter cycling cap-
ability.

IAN: Main inhibit to main monitor channels.
MAIN,

ION: Inhibit signal due to power turn-on.

IT: Inhibit signal due to transfer commands, either
auto or manual.

IC: Inhibit signal due to sbutdown commands, either
auto or manual.

I TBy: Standby inhibit to standby monitor channels.

SDNo. I (tone): I)tone fromlD unit no. 1.

ID No. 2 (tone): ID tone from ID unit no. 2.

LAB: Abnormal status lamp signal.

LAC: AC power alarm status lamp signal.

LBAT: Battery alarm status lamp signal.

LBC: Battery charger alarm status lamp signal.

"LC: DC/DC converter alarm status lamp signal.

"LFF : Far field bypass status lamp signal.
BY
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Table A-,I. Definition of Signal Names (Loqilizer Cohitrol
Unit, Figure A-3) (Continue~d),

Name Def inition

L FF'o: Far field "good condition" status 'lamp signal.

LFFM Far field monitor, mismatch status lamp signal.

iL !LFFpE Far field poweriPenvironmental status lamp signal.

SFL S Far fieL'd shutdown status lamp signal.

LN: Normal status, lamp signal.

LTEP Temperature ai~irm statuý lamp signal.

L MLB: 'Monitors locally bypassed status lamp signal.

• LMM Monitor mismatch status lamp signal.

S LS Shutdown status lamp signal.

L LX: Transmitter no. 1 connected to antenna status

1lamp s'ignal.

LOC: Local control of transmitting unit.

LT: T-,-nsfer signal memorized.

,•MACL: Clearance monitor alarm.

MýYkCSE ill Course monitor alarm, Category II alarm limits.

MAcsEI il Course monitor alarm, Category Ill alarm limits.

SMA ID Monitor alarm, 2 of 3 'AD monitors.

MA NF(D): Near field monitor alarm which is delayed.

MAs Shutdo~wn command from monitor alarms.
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Table A-1I. Definition of Signal Names (Localizer Control
Unit, Figure A-3) (Continued)

Name Definition

MASEN: Sensitivity monitor alarm.

MAT: Transfer command from monitor alarms.

MAINi Main transmitter "on" status signal

MAINRC: Signal to remote control used to determine MAIN
status.

MLB: Monitors locally bypassed.

MMcL: Clearance monitor mismatch.

MMcL/NF: Clearance or near field monitor mismatch.

MMCSE : Course monit6o mismatch, Category 111 alarmill limits.
MM FF Far field monitor mismatch.

MM1D: Monitor mismatch, 1 of 3 I D monitors.

N•ear field monitor mismatch which is delayed.

SMISEN: Sensitivity monitor mismatch, Category 111 alarm
limits.

NF 1: Category ii DDM near field alarm, monitor no. L,

NF 2: Category II DDM uiear field alarm, monitor no. 2.

OFF: Both transmitters "off" status signal.

OFF RC Signal to remote control used to' determine OFF
status.

ON/OFF: Front panel control unit power supply control.

REM: Remote control of transmitting unit.

PRESET: Signal to reset alarm memory latches.

SCL Standby clearance monitor ;alarm - DDM, SDM
or RF with Category Ill limits.

S CSE Standby course monitor alarm - DDM, SDM, or

RE with Category Ill limits.
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Table A-I., Definition of Signai Names (Localizer Control
Unit, Figure A-3) (Continued)

Name Definition

ID: standby identification monitor alarm - Category III
limits.

SM: Shutdown signal memorized.

SSEN Standby sensitivity monitor alarm - DDM with
Category III limits.

S 0 Both transmitter are selected to be off.

SI: Transmitter no. 1 is selected as main. f
$ 2 Transmitter no. 2 is selected as main.

S12: Selection of transmitter no. 1 memorized.

S12 Selection of transmitter no. 2 memorized.

SANF Shutdown alert signal due to near field monitors.

SEN I: Category Ill DDM sensitivity alarm, monitor no. I.

SEN 12: Category IllI DDM sensitivity alarm, monitor no. 2.

SEN 13 Category Ill DDM sensitivity alarm, monitor no. 3.

STBY: Standby transmitter "on" status signal.
STBY Signal to remote control used to determine STAND-

BRC BY status.
TEMP: Temperature alarm inside main cabinet.

Ii

XFR: Transfer command due to XFRI or XFR2 (reduni-
dant for remote recognition).

XFRI: Transfer command due to course and sensitivity
(redundant).

XFR2: Transfer command due to clearance and near field
(redundant).

XMTR No. I
(shutdown warn-
ing/ID no. 1): Sum of shutdown alert and ID tone no. 1.
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Table A-rI. DefiniiLion of Signal Names (Localizer Control

Unit, Figurle A-3) (Continued)

Name Definition

XMTR No., 2
(shutdown warn-,,
ing/lID no. 2). Sun-. of shutdown alert and MD tone nio. ?,

+1 2V CONTROL: Control signalto,,turn on rt.tonitor channels.

-18V: A common -,-!8v from ihe two DC/DC converterif.

-181: -18 volts from converter no. 1.

-ý182: -18 volts from converter no. 2.

+28V BATT: The voltage of ihe main batteries.,

+5 : +5 volts from, ronverter no. 1.

+52: +5 volts from convefter n6; 2.

-50 -50 volts from converter no. 1.

-2 -50 volts from converter no. 2'.

I
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Appendix B

Glideslope Detailed 'Functional -Block Diagrams

This appendix consists of detailed functional block diagrams for
the glideslope, Figures B-3 through B-13 cover'the numbered
blocks for figure B-1. Figure. B-2 and the accompanying table
B-1 detail. theglideslope control unit.
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'Table, B-1. Defhiition-of Signal Names (Glideslope Control
Unit, Figure B-2)

Name Definition

A : Alarm due to a drop in the main battery voltage.,

ACONV: Alarm on ,one of the DC/DC converter voltages.

AMD: Misalignment detector alarm with inhibit.

APE Power/environmental alarm sent to remote control.
ý'ERC

AS: Alarm due to standby monitors.

SAlarm due to standby monitors, delayed.

ASM: Alarm due to standby monitors, memorized.

AB: Abnormnal condition signal.

ABMON: Abnormal tcondition signal due to monitor channel

alarm.

ABNION : Monitor alarm sent to remote control.

R C

AC: AC power alarm from one of the two battery charg-

ers.

BC: Battery charger ala,,im,from one of the two chargers.

BLIN!(: Blinker output signal, a square wave oscillator.

C: Cycling command signal for transmitters.

CA : Command to have transmitter no. 1 connected to

the antenna.

C CANT: Command to have transmitter no. 2 connected to

the antenna.

CI: Command to turn on transmnitter no. 1.

C Command to turn on transmitter no. 2.

CAT IIRc: Signal to remote control used to determine Category
II status.

CAT IIIRC Signa: to remote control used to determine Category
III status.
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Table B-1. Definition of Signal Names (Glideslope Control
Unitý, Figure B,-2) (Continued)

Name Definition

CONTROL: Cycle command (MAIN, STBY, or OFF).
CL 1 1 : Category III DDM clearance alarm,. nonitor no., 1.

CL 12: Category III DDM clearance alarm, monitor no. 2.CL1: Category III DDM clearance alarm, monitor no. 3.

CL 21 : Category IIl 5DM clearance alarm, monitor no. 1.

CL Category III SDM clearance alarm, monitor no. 2.

C2
CL Category III SDM clearance alarm, monitor no. 3.
CL Category III RF clearance alarm, monitor no. 3.
CL33: Category III RF clearance alarm, monitor no. :.

CSLII: Category II DDM course alarm, monitor no. 1.

CSEL : Category III DDM course alarm, monitor no. 2.

CSE12: Category III DDM course alarm, monitor no. 1.
CSE21: Category III DDM course alarm, monitor no, 3.

OSE22 Category III SDM course alarm, monitor no. 1.12 :

CSE2 1: Category III 5DM course alarm, monitor no. 2.

CSE32: Category III RF course alarm, monitor no. 1.

CSE 32: Category III RF course alarm, monitor no. 2.

CSE 23 1: Category III RDM course alarm, monitor no. 3.

CSE 111: Category III DDM course alarm, monitor no. 1.
CSE 113: Category III DDM course alarm, monitor no. 2.

CSE 113: Category III DDM course alarm, monitor ao. 3.
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Table B-1. Definition of Signal Names (Glide~i6pe Control
Unit, Figure B-2) (Continued)

Name Definition

IC: Inhibit signal to inhibit transmitter cycling capabil-
I ity.

IMAIN: Main inhibit to main monitor channels.

ION: inhibit signal due to power-turn-on.

T Inhibit signal due to transfer coi.nmands either autoor manual.

IS: Inhibit signal due'to shutdown commands, eitherS auto or manual.

ISTBY: Standby, inhibit to standby monitor channels.

L AB Abnormal status lamp signal.

LA AC power alarm status lamp signal.
AC

LBA: Batteryr alarm status lamp signal.

L BC Battery charger alarm status lamp signal.

SLC : DC /DC converter alarm status lam p signal.

LMD A: Misalignment detector alarm lamp.

LMD BY: Misalignment detector bypass lamp.

L B: Misalignment detector bypass lamp.
M LB

LM: Monitor mismatch status lamp signal.
L:

LN Normal status lamp signal.

LS: Shutdown status lamp signal.

L,, Temperature alarm status lamp signal.
I EMP:

LX Transmitter no. 1 comnected to antenna status
x lamp signal.

L X2: Transmitter no. 2 connected to antenna status
lamp signal.
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Table B-I. Definition~of Signal Names (Glideslope Control
Unit, Figure B-Z) (Continued)

Name )definition

LOC: Local control of transmitting unit.

LT: Transfer signal memorized.

4 MAcL: Clearance monitor alarm.
MA

MACsE Course monitor alarm, Category II alarm limits.

MACSE : Course monitor alarm, Category iii alarm limits.
• 111

MANF(D): Near field monitor alarm which is delayed.

MAs Shutdown command from monitcr alarms.

I MAsE: Sensitivity monitor alarm.
SEN*

MA, AT : I T',ansfer command from monitor alarms.

MAIN: 'Main transmitter "on" status signal.

i MAINc: 'Signal to remote control used to determine MAIN
status.

MD : Misalignment detector alarm without inhibit.

MDBYL: Misalignment detector bypassed locally.

"MLB: Monitors .ocally bypassed.

MMCL: Clearance monitor mismatch.

MMCL/NF: Clearance or near field monitor ýmismatch.

MMCSE : Course monito- mismatch, Category III alarm
111 limits.

MMNF(D): Near field monitor mismatch which is delayed.

MM-EN: Sensitivity monitor mismatch, Category III alaim
limits.

NF 1: Category III DDM near field alarm, monitor no. 1.

NF 2: Category III DDM near field alarm, monitor no. 2.
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Table B-I. Definition of Signal Names (Glideslope Control
;Unit, Figure B-2) (Continued)

Name Definitiop,

NF 3: Category III DDM near field alarm, monitor no. 3.

OFF: Both transmitters "off" status signal.

OFF R: Signal to remote control used to determineOFF
status.

ON/OFF: Front panel control unit power supply control.

REM: Remote control of transmitting unit.

RESET: Signal to reset alarm memory latches.

S Standby clearance monitor alarm - DDM, SDM, or
SCL: RF' with Category III limits.

S CSE Standby course mbnitor alarm - DDM, SDM, or
RF with Category III limits.

S M Shutdown signal memorized.

S SEN: Standby sensitivity monitor alarm - DDM with Cat-

egory Hil limits.

SO: Both transmitter are selected to be off.

S I: Transmitter no. I is seiected as main.

S: 2Transmitter no. Z is selected as main.

S 12 Selection of transmitter no. 1 memorized.

S.12 Selection of transmitter no. 2 memorized.

SENI1: Category Ill 0DM sensitivity alarm, monitor no. 1.

SENl: Category I11 DDM sensitivity alarm, monitor no. 2.
12

SEN 13: Category Ill DDM stnsitivity alarm, monitor no. 3.

STBY: Standcflv transmnitter "on" status signal.

STBY R Signal to remote control used to determine STAND-
C 3Y status.

TEMP: Tenripe,'aturu alarm inside main cabinet.
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Table B-1. Definition of Signal./Names (Glidesiope Control
Unit, Figure B-Z) (Continued)

Name Definition

S"XFA•: Transfer -command due to XFR1 or XFRZ (redun-
,dant for remote recognition).

XFRI: Trans!f'r cbmma~xd dd-4 to course and--sen.sitivity
(redundant).

XFRZ: Transfer command, die to cleairance and near field

(redundant).

+1ZV CONTROL:, Control si~gnad to turn ofi monitor channels.

-18V: A commoiin-8v fromthe two DCfDC converters.

-181: -18 volts from converter no. 1.

- 182: 1%;-• volts from converter no. -

+28V BA-TT: The voltage of the main batteries.

+51: +5 voits from converter' ho. 1.

+5 : +5 volts from convertei no. Z.

-50: -50 volts from converter no; 1.

S-50• -50 volts from converter no. 2.
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Appendix C

"Ldoalizer Failure Analysis

This appendix, referred to in section 7.0, c6nsists fo th- failure
analysis for the localizer, as shown in table0- 1.,
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Appendix D

Glideslope Failure Analysis

Thiz...apoendix, referred to In section 7. 0, consists ofthe failure
analysis for the glide"lope, as shown in table D-1.
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SAppendix E

Localizer Math Models

/ This appendix consists of tables E-I and E-2, referred tb in- section

=, 8. 0, which give, respectively, probability~math models for IIocalizer

hazardous signal radiation and shutdown.
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Appendix F

Glideslope Math Model's

This appendix consists of. tables F-I and F-Z, referred to in section
8. 0, which give respectively, probability math models for glideslope
hazardous signal radiation and shutdown..
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Appendix G

Localizer Preventive Maintenance Checks

This appendix consisting of table G-l, details ,the preventive
maintenance checks necessary to detect hidden failures in
the localizer.
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